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Few shapes rolling down the highway are as instantly recognizable as silver Airstream trailer

homes. With over 200 sparkling color images and engaging text, this book presents David Winick's

adventure re-creating custom-built Airstream home trailers that date from1948 to 2007, including his

75th Anniversary Bambi trailer. The challenge of making functional and beautiful small living spaces

helped drive the restoration work. Learn the process, beginning with empty shells and ending with

rolling Airstream art. This book will enlighten the growing legion of Airstream aficionados, architects

and designers with a passion for small space living, and all who have ever camped or admired an

Airstream.
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David Winick is considered one of the premier builders of custom Airstream home trailers in the

United States.

It has a nice collection of photos from Airstream's files of some of their best products, plus photos

and descriptions of the author's work. The custom renovation work shown is very practical for a

travel trailer. The photos of the renovated trailers vary in quality and are sometimes disturbingly

fuzzy or perspective-distorted. For inspiration, it's definitely worth having this book if you're going to

do your own renovation, as I am, but don't expect to see in this book custom-yacht level of quality

photos or work.



Most amazing fabrications to a classic airstream I've ever seen. Beautiful in every way especially if

you are lucky enough to have one or 2 in the book

I was under the impression this would be a collection of different refurbished airstreams from lots of

different designers and DIYers. It's mostly a portfolio for one guy and features about 5 trailers total.

Pretty disappointing, but it may have been my fault for not reading the description thoroughly?

I really enjoyed this book on Airstreams. There are so many great photos of the interior of vintage

Airstreams. It gives great ideas for renovation projects.

I was looking for more technical info to help with remodeling. This is more of a visual diary of his

projects.

This book contains remakes of several vintage Airstreams. It would be very difficult for the average

Airstream enthusiast to accomplish this type of remodel but that, in itself, is important to know. He

also illustrates how these projects are a labor of love and how easy it is to fall for the vintage

Airstreams. After purchasing this book, we intend to visit the Airstream factory for a tour.

It's a great book with beautiful pictures. A must for anyone interested in restoring old campers to

there former glory. The recipient loved this book

I expected more interior pictures
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